
Paid Social Manager

Breeo is a specialist in Direct-to-Consumer outdoor living products and first to market with the
smokeless fire pit. Our marketing department is fluent in intelligent demand and sales generation
through social media and paid media, inbound and content marketing, marketing funnel
management, and more.

We’re hiring a full-time, direct, and remote Paid Social Manager to lead the strategy and
execution of a multi-million paid advertising budget. This role requires advanced capability and
experience in paid social management with a concentration on Facebook, Pinterest, TikTok,
Reddit, analysis, and optimization. The Paid Social Manager is expected to contribute to the
overall Acquisition team strategy.

What You Offer
● 3+ years experience in paid media, preferably working with digitally native brands
● Deep expertise across social platforms
● Ability to drive revenue and measure success
● Proven and measurable success with past brands
● A unique perspective on how to drive value for DTC brands
● Ability to translate and articulate strategy and tell stories with data
● You stay competitive and curious - you’re a problem solver always looking for

opportunities to grow and share

What Success Looks Like
● Accountability for the ROI on all paid social efforts for Breeo including but not

limited to Facebook, Pinterest, TikTok, and Reddit native ad platforms
● Exceed department level goals, such as revenue growth and ROAS goal

attainment
● Daily oversight and optimization of campaigns ensure expected results are

achieved or exceeded
● Strategic recommendations and decision making on platforms for which you are

responsible
● Implementation of measurement on social across multiple methodologies
● Clearly communicate results with supervisor and leadership
● Maintain an understanding of modern marketing techniques and a proactive

approach to keep pace with a fast-changing industry.
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